“Scientific Data Proves Water Charged with Cosmic Energy Can Heal
and Rejuvenate”
This article contains information about the results of scientific lab tests conducted using water charged with
cosmic energy.*

Background
Water carries information and has a memory. It absorbs tangible information such as
pollution, as well as intangible information such as human thoughts and emotions.
Water can act as a healing agent if charged with Cosmic Energy using informational
codes. A few years ago, energy healer Ludmila Goretsky rediscovered informational
codes that enable water to heal and nurture human bodies. Ms. Goretsky waited to
release her findings until she had proven scientific data as support. The following
interview with Goretsky explores her interest in the effects of energy charged water and
details her findings, as well as scientific backup.
What Is Water?
Most people know water as a transparent, odorless, tasteless liquid; a compound of
hydrogen and oxygen. However, the spiritual qualities of water are not well-known.
Water “remembers” its surroundings. It passively absorbs information into the depths of
its memory and accepts the code programmed into it.
Recently, Japanese scientists attempted to investigate the properties of water. If water
is frozen and studied under a microscope, the resulting crystal will demonstrate its
qualities. Depending on the temperature and pressure, water molecules form different
crystallized structures. Spring water, when frozen, has perfectly shaped hexagonal
crystal, with six being a number of ideal balance—a reflection of heaven on earth. A
perfectly shaped symmetrical snowflake indicates a high quality of water. Distilled water
crystallizes into an asymmetrical structure; the purification process removes its energy
and therefore, it lacks important qualities of water. Bottled water turns into an imperfect
snowflake. A crystal of tap water looks under a microscope like a misshapen clod.
What events led you to your discovery that water can be charged with cosmic
energy?
I have been practicing energy healing and charging water for the past 14 years. Until
recently, the only confirmation of the positive impact of the charged water came from my
patients’ reports. In June of 2005, I was able to obtain scientific proof that water charged
with Cosmic Energy via informational codes has healing properties. Scientists* analyzed
nine samples of charged water and one sample of non-charged water from the same
source. They created an experiment to test the water using human embryonic kidney
cell cultures. In multiple cells, the scientists simulated experimental conditions under
which cells would typically die after eight to ten days. As a result, the wells containing
unchanged drinking water showed significantly more dramatic cell death rate (50-80%)
than the wells with charged water (30%). The results of the experiment demonstrate

*For detailed information about lab tests conducted to measure healing properties of water
please contact Ludmila Goretsky at 847-297-6360 or e-mail at ludmilagoretsky@yahoo.com.
Also, check Ms. Goretsky’s web page at extrasen.addr.com

that charged water has a stimulating effect on kidney cell cultures. The results of the
study are shown in the histogram below.
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Simply speaking, with the help of the charged water, the embryonic kidney cells
survived for a longer period of time. Does this mean that biological energy
healing, specifically healing with charged water, can have significant effects?
Yes, energy healing can have profound effects and water can be charged with so-called
informational codes.
Let’s turn to the history of informational codes. Where did they come from?
One of the first sources of codes was Hermetica from the name of the Greek god of
wisdom, Hermes Trismegistus. According to Plato, Hermes discovered numbers,
geometry, astronomy, and letters. In Hermetica, sounds, words, and even letters
contain great powers. According to the philosophy of Hermetica, everything in the world
is connected, allowing an individual to search for ways to improve himself and the world
around him.
Traditionally, the ancient informational codes have been passed from teachers to chosen
students. I have learned both from my teacher and from my own discoveries through
practice, experience, and multiple searches.
What exactly are these codes?
The codes are formulas containing information. They are vibrating structures which
possess powerful forces if used correctly and with the help of Universal Energy. There
are a variety of codes, some of which are designated for healing specific illnesses.
For instance, ancient codes passed down to me by my teacher look like geometric
figures with numbers on them. These codes are either transferred to a patient’s
subconscious during a session or are simply drawn for a patient on a piece of paper.
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What methods do you use in your practice during healing sessions?
I work with a person’s biological field, opening access to receiving energy in order to
restore the energy balance, as well emotional and physical health. Generally, during a
session, it is possible to learn the emotional source of a problem, which is an important
breaking point in the healing process. From working with bioactive touch-points and
energy channels, I was able to discover that each of the three main energy channels
have their own specific rhythm. Restoration of the precision and fullness of such
rhythms leads to a recovery.
I also use charged water in my everyday practice. The results of my practice confirm the
undeniable positive effects that this water has on people. The effects are especially
noticeable on patients with gastro-intestinal problems and stomach flu viruses, with a
person’s body temperature stabilizing quite soon after drinking the water. The digestion
processes are restored and the patient recovers remarkably fast.
How do the informational codes transfer energy?,
The codes are conductors of energy directed from space into water. Through the codes,
the energy obtains certain information which remains in the water for a prolonged period
of time. I do not transfer my own energy into the water, rather it is charged with
Universal Energy through codes. I separate myself from it and simply serve as a
conductor of energy from the Universe.
What types of information can you program into water?
Each situation requires an individual approach. I charge water for each person
individually, depending on his or her state of health and particular personal problems.
There are also universal codes that I use to charge water for a person I do not know.
How significant are the results of this experiment?
It is extremely difficult to conduct any scientific studies during my healing sessions. I am
not positive that it is at all possible since biological energy, cosmic energy, or Universal
Energy (it is referred to by a variety of names) is spiritual in nature. When it reaches the
biological field of a person, it provides qualities necessary for that person at any given
time. Cosmic energy restores balance in a person’s biological field and is the main
factor in a person’s physical and emotional well-being.
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